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create an image filename based on a
category/tag. This basically just makes

sure every image filename has a
sequential number based on how many
images it serves. For instance, if your
site served 1,000 images, this would

create a filename like this:
images/post-##.jpg With this filename,
the thumbnail would automatically be
created for the specific post (and is
saved as images/post-##.jpg) Of

course, the same is true of an image
taken from a URL. In this case, it would
be the URL stripped of the querystring

(anything following the ?). For
example, mysite.com/images/dog.jpg

would become
mysite.com/images/dog.jpg, and the
thumbnail would be created with that

filename. So, not only does YARPP
have the ability to turn on echo

yarpp_related(); or get_the_excerpt();
functions in the code, there are also a
variety of options within YARPP that
can improve your efficiency and the

look of your site. The best part of all is
that this plugin is totally free.
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